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The nature of journals and publishing is not static. New models and practices emerge. Journals respond to changing times in a variety of ways. In recent years AJER has held onto a model of review that drew on the expertise and support of Consulting Editors who reviewed abstracts and recommended reviewers to the editor. Given the volume of submissions and the range of educational areas and methodologies found in those submissions, it is necessary for AJER to change its review model. A new, larger editorial board drawn from around the globe will now attend to reviews of manuscripts received by the journal. In the next issue, 59.1, the new Editorial Board will be introduced. Many of this new board have already begun service for the journal, and several have been involved in the past as Consulting Editors. I take this opportunity to unreservedly thank the outgoing Consulting Editors for their help over the past years. Without their continuous support the work of the journal would not have been possible.
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